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EXPERIMENT 451       

Featuring cinematic anthems, mesmerizing interludes, & introspective records all 
display Sky’s multifaceted approach to such a grand story; one of human connectivity 
& emotion. With contributions from Watsky, Benjamin Earl Turner, Taylor Graves, & 
more, the album is packed full of energy, & offers soulful escapes while also 
channeling futuristic production. 

Experienced Performer | Los Angeles 
2012 - current 
Entertained audiences across the renowned LA landscape; performing at venues 
such as The GRAMMY Museum, The Viper Room, The Sayers Club, The Glass House, 
Santa Monica Twilight Series, and Grand Performances. 

 
Emcee and Vocalist of The Gumbo Bros. Live Band 
2019 - Current 
Performing and original verses to hip-hop and soul classics as well as 
New Orleans-style big band instrumentation. 

There’s Comfort in the Darkness (Book) 
2016 
Published author with OTE Books. The collection of polarizing poems & short stories 
was introduced. It accompanied by photography, paintings, and graphic design and 
was welcomed to a sold-out pre order, with exhibit/release 3 times over capacity. 

Accepted into the Society of Spoken Art 
2017 
One of a handful of rappers from North America granted membership to SOSA, an 
educational guild for emcees heralded by some of the greatest lyrical minds on Earth 
including Lupe Fiasco, Black Thought, and King Los. 

World Stage Artist in Residence  | Los Angeles 
2015-2016 
Brought live hip-hop to LA’s historically rich jazz staple, The World Stage. Held 
residency from Fall 2015 to Spring 2016, reinvigorating the legendary space. 

 
Carlitos Del Puerto | Costa Rica   
Residency 
2015  
Accompanied the renowned bassist for a stint in culture-rich Costa Rica to perform 
along with members of the West Coast Get Down. Kept crowds on the edge of their 
seat with polarizing performances.  

Rap artist of the Los Angeles supergroup,  West Coast Get Down 
2012 - 2016 
Performing and creating with critically acclaimed musicians such as Kamasi 
Washington, Miles Mosley, Thundercat, Terrace Martin and more. 

 
Festival Azure | Portugal   
Main stage performer 
2012 + 2013 
Performed at the internationally celebrated Festival Azure, a cultural music and art 
festival held in Portugal. Entertained over 3,000 fans two years running. 

  

Bio 

Multi-dimensional LA-based artist, 
writer, composer, and performer. Has 
used craft to paint the picture of our 
many realities. Distinguished 
First-place emcee of the Dub 
Magazine Street Level Hip Hop 
Competition, International recurring 
main-stage performer at Festival 
Azure (Portugal), and affiliated emcee 
of tour de force Los-Angeles 
supergroup The West Coast Get 
Down. Consummate writer;  released 
the book There's Comfort in The 
Darkness with Over the Edge Books 
in October 2016. The release of 
Comfort was accompanied by visual 
and musical installments, marrying 
such themes in expert fashion. Along 
with performing on many college 
campuses, Sky is no stranger to the 
big stage, performing with such 
musical talents as Mickey Factz, 
Kamasi Washington, Thundercat, and 
Ill Camille, and has supported great 
acts such as George Watsky. Justin 
has maintained local (LA) and distant 
(Costa Rica) residencies, as well as 
performed at venues including The 
GRAMMY Museum, The Viper Room, 
The Sayers Club, The Glass House, 
and Grand Performances. After a 
successful E.D.E.N. ep, Sky released 
3 crowd-moving singles leading up to 
his second music project, the album 
Experiment 451, garnering over 1 
million plays worldwide. 
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